


Material has been deleted form pages 3-5, 15, 17,20-22,36, 38, 39, 42-44 of the
Commission's nonconfidential brief because the material is deemed confidential
business information pursuant to 19 U.S.C. $ 1337(n); see also l9 C.F.R. $ 210.5.
The material omitted on those pages concerns the design of the accused products,
a prior settlement agreement for a trade secret litigation involving Global Locate,
and an employee agreement involving a named inventor to U,S. Patent No.
6,606,346. This information was identified as confidential business information
during the investigation and was granted confidential treatment by the
Commission.
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

Appellee U.S. Intemational Trade Commission ("Commission") has no

information conceming related cases other than those noted by SiRF and Global

Locate.



STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

The Commission believes the issues are properly framed as follows:

The '346 patentr

1. Whether the Commission properly rejected SiM's challenge to

Global Locate's ("GL') standing to assert the '346 patent where the

relevant evidence indicated Maeellan was not a co-owner.

The'651 and'000 patents

2. Whether the Commission correctly construed "satellite ephemeris" in

the '651 patent consistent with the definition provided in the patent.

Whether the Commission correctly construed "satellite signals" in the

'000 patent to be consistent with the preferred embodiment.

Whether the Commission correctly found that SiRF directly infringes

the asserted claims of the '651 and'000 patents because SiRF

controls performance of all of the claimed steps in the United States.

Whether substantial evidence supports the Commission's finding that

the asserted claims of the '000 patent are not anticipated by Zhao.

The'080 Patent

6. Whether "long term satellite tracking data" in the '080 patent merely

I Except as otherwise noted, the Commission adopts the abbreviations used
in SiRF's brief.

.|
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requires that the "satellite tracking data,,, as a whole, be ,.long term.,,

The '187 and '801 patents

7. Whether the asserted process claims of the '187 and '801 patents

recite patent-eligible subject matter because they are tied to a

particular machine, r.e., a GPS receiver.

8. Whether substantial evidence supports the Commission's finding that

SiRF's SyncFreeNav products infringe the asserted claims of the '187

patent, as properly construed by the Commission.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

SiRF appeals from the Commission's final determination in Certain GPS

Devices and Products Containing Same,USITC Inv. No. 337-TA-602. ln

addition to the procedural background provided in SiRF's brief ("Br."), the

Commission notes that it expressly adopted all findings of fact and legal

conclusions in the ALJ's ID that are not inconsistent with the Commission

determination and Opinion issued on Jantrary 15,2009. A27.

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

Because SiRF's factual statement is argumentative and selective, the

Commission provides the following counter-statement of facts:



CONFIDENTTAL INFORMATION
DELETED

The accused products include certain GPS chips, namely SiMstarIII and

InstantGPS chipsets, certain products incorporating these GPS chips, and SiRF's

SyncFreeNav software used by these GPS chips and products. Also at issue is

SiRF's InstantFix service.2

I. SiRF InstantFix

InstantFix is an "end-to-end" assisted-GPS system that provides server-

generated extending ephemeris ("EE') files to end-user GPS devices. The

InstantFix EE files provide an accurate position fix to end-user devices long after

a traditional broadcast ephemeris (data regarding the location and trajectory of a

satellite) has timed out - about four hours. A2660I, A26522. End-user devices

use EE files for signal acquisition and satellite position computation. 426601.

Although SiRF continues to insist otherwise, the Commission found as a

A. The Accused Products

factual matter that SiRF maintains [[

426602; 13028-29. The [[

l l .

]] generates EE files once per day by

receiving and downloading from Jet Propulsion Laboratory ("JPL") satellite

2 SiRF apparently does not challenge the Commission's findings that the

accused products infringe the asserted claims of the '651, '000, and '080 patents in

connection with SiRF's SiRFLoc products, its testing activities, and its evaluation

kits. Br. 6 n. l .



CONFTD ENT'!,d T-, TNFOR.MATION
DELtrT'ED

signals, which contain ephemeris data. A26602. The [[ ll uses

this data to predict satellite orbits and clock information for all satellites in the

GPS constellation in order to generate 3-day or 7-dayEE files. 426602 426642-

43. SiRF's InstantFix server transmits the EE files to remote GPS receivers

indirectly by way of a customer server via the Intemet, a wireless link, or a

combination . A26603 ; A7 421 :18-24 A7 433 - A7 438; Al 6226-28; A7 982:18-

A7984:14; AZII28-31

Z. SyncFreeNav Software

SyncFreeNav is software embedded in all SiRF chips at issue in this appeal'

This software [[

]] using a least-squares estimator ('LSE") that, among other things,

calculates current positional information for the receiver based on (1) satellite data

obtained at discrete segments of time, or "epochs," and (2) previously calculated

positional information and time information, if available. A26716-17.

B. Patents at Issue

1. '346 Patent

The only issue raised by SiRF related to this patent concerns standing. The

'346 patentnames inventors Charles Abraham and Donald Fuchs, both GL

employees at the time (May 18, 2001) that GL filed the patent application. A8- I 1 '



f*
I CONFTDEFITIAL INFORF{ATION

DET,ETED

Abraham originally conceived of the invention on which the patent was based

during his non-work hours while employed by Magellan prior to joining GL in

February 2000. Al 0- I I ; A1 000 I : I 7-A1 0002 :2. Atthat time, he was subject to an

"Inventions, Trade Secrets, and Confidential Information Agreement" ("employee-

inventions agreement"), which assigned any inventions that were [[

l l  A 1 l .

2. '65L Patent

This patent relates to a method of delivering satellite data to GPS receivers

to increase their sensitivity in acquiring satellite signals in low-signal

environments. A109:1:11-16. It discloses collecting ephemeris data transmitted

by satellites across a wide area network, transmitting the ephemeris data to a .

central site, and delivering the ephemeris data from the central site to mobile GPS

receivers. A109.2:12-14. The specification and the prosecution history define the

ephemeris data as containing an accurate description of the satellite position,

velocity, and clock errors. 4109:1:59-61; A12285. Having knowledge of a

satellite's position, velocity, and clock effors allows a mobile GPS receiver to

reduce uncertainty and increase sensitivity for satellite signals. All2:7:57-8:2.

3. '000 Patent

This patent discloses providing satellite trajectory and clock information to



a remote receiver in compact form to minimize packet size and bandwidth use.

A97:I:64-2:3. Satellite tracking data (STD) is generated from satellite tracking

information (STI) obtained by performing signal processing on signals received

from satellites. A97',2:7-13. The STD is reformatted into a compact format and

transmitted to a remote signal receiver, which converts the STD into a standard

format and uses it to compute the position of the receiver. A97:2:16-20.

4. '080 Patent

This patent addresses problems associated with providing mobile GPS

receivers with broadcast ephemeris data that is valid only up to four hours.

A149:2:62-64. The claims provide long-term satellite tracking data ("LT-STD"),

which is valid longer than broadcast ephemeris, from a server to a remote receiver.

A150:3:18-20. The receiver uses the LT-STD to calculate assistance data, e.g.,

Doppler shift, which is used to receive satellite signals. A150:3:29-34.

5. '801 and (187 Patents

The '801 patent and its continuation-in-part, the ' I 87 patent, describe a

method and apparatus for computing GPS receiver position without receiving

absolute time information from a satellite transmission or an assisted GPS

message. 468:3:55-58. "Absolute time" refers to the current time of the GPS

satellite constellation. 467:1:20-29. GPS receivers use absolute time to calculate



the time it takes a satellite transmission to reach a GPS receiver in order to

determine the position of satellites at the time of transmission and, hence, to

determine the position of the GPS receiver through trilateration. A67:2:2-5;

L68:3:4-7. Absolute time is typically transmitted to the GPS receivers as part of a

navigation (NAV) message of the satellite transmission along with ephemeris

information. A67:2:44-47. Each satellite also transmits a unique pseudorandom

noise (PI.{) code that can be received by a GPS receiver even when the NAV

message cannot be acquired. A67:2:19-22.

In the '801 patent, the GPS receiver receives PN codes from the satellites in

view and measures satellite pseudoranges based on the PN codes. 4.67:2:6-34.

The pseudoranges estimate the range of the receiver to a plurality of satellites 
.

based on the time delay between satellite signal transmission and reception. Id.

The measured pseudoranges are used to compute the position of the receiver

without receiving absolute time from an external source, e.g.,the satellites or

assisted GPS. ,{68:3:64-4:5. Accordingly, the '801 patent solves the problem that

arises when the GPS receiver is unable to reliably receive the NAV message

containing absolute time and ephemeris information. 4.69:5:50-54.

The '187 patent describes a sequential estimation process that uses dynamic

modeling to determine GPS receiver position and absolute time. A135:16:8-32.



The dynamic model includes position, velocity, cornmon mode error, clock

frequency error, and time tag error states. A1 3 5 : 1 6:3 6 -42. By weighing both the

current state information and the pseudorange measurements, the dynamic model

updates the states to produce new state information. 4135: 16:42-65.

C. The Commission's Findings

The commission fo'nd that siRF violated section 337 bv reason of

infringement of all six asserted patents:

Patent Infringing Products

6,606,346
(expires 5/l8l2l)

SiRF InstantGPS devrces

7,159,090
(expires 9/29123)

6,651,000
(expires 7/25121)

6,704,651
(expires 7/13/20)

All SiRFstarIII chips and associated software that
implement .SiRF's InstantFix service.

E-TEN, MiTACA4io, and Pharos devices that
incorporate SiRFstarIII chips and software and support
SiRF's InstantFix service.

6,4L7,goL
(expires ll/17/20)

6,937,197
(expires 6l13/23)

All SiRFstarIII chips and associated software; SiRF
InstantGPS devices and associated software.

E-TEN, MiTAC/\4io, and Pharos devices incorporating
SiMstarIII chips.



1. Claim Construction: '651,'000, and ,080 Patents

With respect to the terms "satellite ephemeris" ('651 patent), "satellite

signals" ('000 patent), and "long-term satellite tracking data" ('080 patent), the

Commission adopted the ALJ's claim constructions and corresponding findings of

infringement. A27.

a. "satellite Ephemeris"

Based on the claim terms, the specification, and the prosecution history, the

ALJ construed the terms "satellite ephemeris" and "the ephemeris" to mean "[a]

set of orbital parameters that provides an accurate description of a satellite

position, a satellite's velocity, and a satellite's clock error." A26654. He also

credited the testimony of GL's expert, Dr. Pratt, who explained that one of

ordinary skill in the art would require the content of the claimed ephemeris to be

the same for it to remain "ephemeris," but that the form can change. 48046:20-

8048: 1 9: 47969 : l-A797 1 :7 .

b. "satellite Signals"

The ALJ construed the term "satellite signals" in claim 1 of the '000 patent

to mean "a raw signal received directly from a satellite or processed signals

derived from satellite transmissions in the form of satellite tracking information."

426633. in addition to the plain meaning of the claim and the specification, the



ALJ found that the testimony of GL's expert, Dr. Dafesh, also supported his

conshuction. 426633-34. Regarding the embodiment shown in Figure 1 of the

patent, Dafesh testified that a construction of "satellite signals" that is not limited

to raw signals received directly from the satellites and that includes processed

signals is "necessary in order to allow the preferred embodiment of the patent to

exist or to make sense." A7503:4-9; see also A1520:2-A7521:7. Accordingly, the

ALJ reasoned that "satellite signals" must include "processed signals derived from

satellite transmissions in the form of satellite tracking information," and he

rejected SiM's competing construction of "signals that emanate from a satellite"

as inconsistent with both the plain language of claim 1 and the specification.

A26633-34.

c. '6l-,ong-Term Satellite Tracking Data"

The ALJ construed "long term satellite tracking data," which appears in all

of the asserted claims of the '080 patent, as "[a] set of orbital and/or clock

parameters that provides an accurate description of at least one of a satellite's

position, a satellite's velocity or a satellite's clock error, that is valid longer in

time than broadcast ephemeris data." 426595.

Recognizing that the adjective "long term" modifies "satellite tracking

data," he found that "it is the sum total of the data, and not the individual

1 0
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parameters making up the set of data, that must be valid longer than broadcast

ephemeris." A26595. The ALJ also found that the specification's use of the term

throughout the patent as well as the prosecution history supported construing LT-

STD broader than SiRF suggested. A26593-600.

2. Recitation of Patent-Eligible Subject Matter Under 35
u.s.c. sl01.

The ALJ found that method claim 1 of the '801 patent recites patent-eligible

subject matter because, inter alia, claim 1 is "tied to a specific machine-a GPS

receiver." A26689-90. .Based on his examination of the claim in connection with

the specification, the ALJ reasoned that:

[T]he only reasonable reading on claim I is that it is tied to GPS
receiver, especially because pseudoranges (the distances or estimated
distances between satellites and a GPS receiver) can exist only with
respect to a particular GPS receiver that receives the satellite signals.

426690. Applying similar reasoning, the ALJ rejected SiRF's argument that

claim 1 of the '187 patent lacks patent-eligible subject matter. A26720-21.

Prior to this Court's decision in In re Bilski,545 F.3d 943 (Fed. Cir. Oct.

30, 2008) (en banc) (cert. granted June 1, 2009), the Commission adopted the

ALJ's findings that the asserted method claims of the '187 and '801 patents recite

patent-eligible subject matter. On November 18, 2008, SiRF petitioned the

Commission for reconsideration of these conclusions in lisht of Bilski. A17. On

1 1
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January 15,2009, the commission denied siRF's petition for reconsideration

because Bilski raised no new questions about the Commission's determination that

the asserted process claims recite patent-eligible subject matter. A18.

3. Infringement of the'187 Patent

The ALJ construed the term "dynamic model" in claim I of the '187 patent

to include "a plurality of states, with the model describing the relationship

between the states as they change." A26710-12. He construed "a sequential

estimator" in claim 9 of the '787 patentto mean "a process that sequentially

produces . . . estimates of a plurality of states associated with the satellite signal

receiver." A26714. The ALJ found that the LSE of SiRF's SyncFreeNav products

meets the "dynamic model" and "sequential estimator" limitations. A26716-17.

He rejected SiRF's arguments that the LSE is a "static" model, finding that reuse

of position makes SiRF's LSE a dynamic model. A26716. The ALJ further found

that SiM's products would infringe the asserted claims of the '187 patent, even if

SiM's constructions were adonted. A26716-17.

4. Direct Infringement of the'651 and'000 Patents

The ALJ found that the claimed "processing satellite signals" (claim 1 of the

'651 patent) and "representing said formatted data in a second format" (claim 1 of

the '000 patent) steps are performed in the accused products, when employed by

I 2



end-users with SiRF InstantFix and SiRFLoc services. A2664I-46: M6657-60.

The Commission granted SiRF's request for review of the ALJ's findings of direct

infringement to address the question of whether all steps in the asserted method

claims are performed by a single pnty, in this case, SiRF. Al4. The Commission

adopted all other findings and conclusions of the ALJ relating to infringement of

the '651 and'000 patents. A27.

On review, the Commission found that SiRF controls the entire process in

the InstantFix system, including operation of the accused products through its

chipset design, software, and communication of EE files so as to cause

infringement of the asserted claims of these patents notwithstanding the fact that

the accused products are in the possession of end-users when infringement occurs.

At4-17.

5. No Anticipation of the '000 Patent

The ALJ found that the Zhao reference does not anticipate the asserted

claims of the '000 patent. The ALJ credited the testimony of GL's expert, Dr.

Dafesh, regarding two different embodiments disclosed inZhao. 426650-51.

Citing Dafesh's testimony that the first embodiment of Zhao expands, rather than

compacts, satellite tracking data (A10099:16-,\10100:6); the ALJ concluded that

this embodiment of Zhao does not teach "compact satellite orbit models," among

1 a



other things. Id. As to the second embodiment, the ALJ found thatZhao does not

disclose "compact satellite orbit models" because the data excluded in the second

embodiment of Zhaoto effect the compression is not satellite tracking data. Id.

(citing A1 0 I 00:7-A1 0 1 03 :8).

6. Standing to Assert the'346 Patent

The ALJ rejected SiRF's assertions that Magellan is a co-owner of the '346

patent and that GL therefore lacks standing to assert the patent. He relied on

record evid.ence, including an agreement settling trade secret litigation between

Magellan and GL ("Magellan settlement agreemenf') (413491-A13515) as well as

Magellan's failure to assert ownership of the '346 patent. A26554-55. The

Commission reviewed the ALJ's determination to address Abraham's employee-

inventions agreement, which was not specifically addressed in the ID. A10.

On review, the Commission affirmed the AIJ's standing conclusion, adding

that the employee-inventions agreement did not automatically assign any rights in

the'346 patent to Magellan. Al2-A13. Citing to DDB Techs., LLC v. MLB

Advanced Media, L.P., 517 F.3d 1284, 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2008), the Commission

examined extrinsic record evidence to determine whether the'346 invention was

"related to or useful in" Magellan's business within the meaning of the employee-

inventions agreement. A11. The Commission found this relationship was not

1 +
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proven because SiRF failed to provide evidence relating the '346 invention to any

particular aspects of Magellan's business. 1d

The Commission also noted that Magellan never sought to exercise

ownership over the '346 invention despite its awareness of the details of

Abraham's conception. Al2. Magellan also did not assert ownership when it was

subpoenaed during the underlying USITC investigation in connection with the

standing issue of the '346 patent. 1d. Based on the totality of the relevant record

evidence, the Commission concluded that Magellan must not have considered the

invention of the '346 patenl "related to or useful in" its business under the

employee-inventions agreement. Id. Accordingly, the Commission rejected

SiM's argument that Magellan was an indispensable party to the investigation.

412-13.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

I. SiRF failed to show that GL lacked standing to assert the '346 patent

without joining Magellan, because it did not show that the '346 invention was

"related to" Magellan's business and was therefore assigned [[

]]. In fact, the record evidence

of Magellan's conduct, including its actions andinactions, indicates thatrhe'346

invention was not "related to" Magellan's business. For example, Magellan

1 5



became aware of the details of the '346 invention through discovery in a trade

secret litigation that began shortly after Abraham left Magellan, yet Magellan

nevertheless settled the litigation in a manner that is inconsistent with SiRF's

claim that Magellan is a co-owner of the '346 invention.

II. The ALJ correctly construed "satellite ephemeris" in the '651 patent to

be consistent with the definition reiterated throughout the intrinsic evidence by the

patentee himself - "ephemeris [] contains . . . satellite position, velocity, and

clock errors." Notwithstanding this clear definition for "ephemeris," SiRF

attempts to restrict this term to the embodiment in which broadcast ephemeris

received from a satellite is retransmitted to a GPS receiver without any

modification. Nothing in the claims, specification, or the prosecution history

supports SiRF's contention that in order for data to be "ephemeris," it must be an

exact carton cop;i of the broadcast ephemeris received from a satellite.

m. The ALJ correctly construed "satellite signals" in the '000 patent in

the only manner consistent with both the language of claim 1 and the preferred

embodiment. As the ALJ found, a review of the claim in light of the embodiment

shown in Figure 1 indicates that "satellite signals" must include processed signals

derived from satellite transmissions. SiRF's construction, "signals that emanate

from a satellite," would improperly exclude processed signals derived from

1 6
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satellite transmissions, rendering the preferred embodiment outside the scope of

claim 1.

ry. The Commission's findings that SiRF infringes the '000 and '651

patents is based on a correct claim construction, and are supported by substantial

record evidence. As the Commission found, SiRF controls its "end-to-end"

InstantFix system, [[ ]] to the use ofthese

EE files in end-user devices. Although these EE files are relayed through

distribution servers of its customers, the Commission properly found that SiRF

performs the "communication" step in the '651 patent. Morewer, the

Commission properly found that SiRF controls the "processing" ('651 patent) and

"representing" ('000 patent) steps performed in end-user devices by virtue of.its

design, software, and other measures taken to control use of the EE files.

V. The ALJ's finding IhrtZhaodoes not anticipate the asserted claims of

the '000 patent is supported by substantial record evidence found in the text ofthe

Zhao reference as well as the testimony of GL's expert. The ALJ properly

concluded thatZhao's "compression" is not the same as the claimed "compact

satellite orbit models," based on the unconffoverted experl testimony thatZhao

actually expands rather than compacts satellite tracking data.

t 7



VI. The ALJ's construction of "long term satellite tracking data" in the

'080 patent is correct. The data, as a whole, must be long term. Nothing in the

claims, detailed description, or prosecution history supports or provides a logical .

basis for SiRF's argument that each individual block or parameter of data must be

"long term."

VU. As the ALJ correctly found, the asserted process claims of the '801

and '187 patents recite patent-eligible subject matter under 35 U.S.C. $ 101. The

language of claim 1 of the '801 patent and claim I of the '187 patent expressly tie

these processes to a particular machine, i.e., a GPS receiver, as required by Bilski.

This receiver is a necess ary partofthese processes that require "pseudoranges,"

"time tag error," and "absolute time of reception," elements that are generated only

by operation of the receiver. Because neither one of these claimed processes can

be completed without the GPS receiver, this "particular machine" is critical to the

asserted process claims.

VIII. The ALJ's findings that SiM's SyncFreeNav software meets the

"dynamic model" (claim 1) and "sequential estimator" (claim 9) limitations of the

'187 patent are supported by substantial evidence. The ALJ found infringement

under his constructions as well as those proposed by SiRF, and SiRF does not

challenge the infringement findings under these constructions. Rather, SiRF raises

l 8
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new claim construction arguments that were not made to the agency under the

guise of infringement. SiRF should be deemed to have waived these arguments,

which in any event, lack merit.

ARGUMENT

Standard of Review

This Court reviews the Commission's legal determinations de novo and its

factual determinations for substantial evidence. Finnigan Corp. v. Int'l Trade

Comm'n, 180 F.3d 1354, I36I-62(Fed. Cir. lggg). While claim construction and

patent-eligible subject matter, issues of law, are given plenary review, the Court

may only reverse the Commission's factual determinations, such as infringement

and anticipation, for lack of substantial evidence. 1d

The question ofstanding to assert a patent claim is ajurisdictional one,

which this Court reviews de novo. Rite-Hite Corp. v. Kelley Co.,56F.3d 1538,

1551 (Fed. Cir. 1995). However, this Court reviews any underlying factual

determinations on which standing is based for substantial evidence. Ftnnigan,180

F.3d a t  136 l -62.

l 9
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II. The commission Properly Rejected siRFos challenge to GL's standing
To Assert the'346 Patent.

A. The Commission Properly Considered Extrinsic Evidence to
Interpret'(Related To Or Useful In" In the Employee-Inventions
Agreement.

SiRF asserts @r. 15-18) that Abraham's interest in the invention that led to

the'346 patent was automatically assigned to Magellan under the employee-

inventions agreement as soon as conception occurred. The employee-inventions

agreement, which incorporates the language of $ 2870(a) of the Califomia Labor

Code, assigned any inventions that were [[

1l A24799:801. Neither the employee-

inventions agreement nor $2870 specifies what it means for an invention to be

"related to . . . the business of the Employer." Thus, this term is ambiguous and

the Commission properly considered extrinsic evidence, including the conduct of

the parties, to determine whether the '346 invention was "related to" Magellan's

business. See DDB,517 F.3d at 1292 (considering extrinsic evidence, including

conduct, to determine whether invention was "related to" employer's business);

Applera Corp.-Applied Biosystems Group v. Illumina,lnc., No. C 07-02845, 2008

V,lL 170597 Q.{.D. Cal. Jan. 17,2008) (same); Founding Members of the Nanport

Beach Country Club v. Newport Beach Country Club, lnc.,109 Cal. App. 4th944,

20
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955 (cal. App. 4th Dist. 2003) ("Extrinsic evidence is admissible to prove a

meaning to which the contract is reasonably susceptible.,,).

B. The Factual Record Supports the Commission's Finding that GL
Has Standing to Assertthe'346 Patent.

The record evidence does not support SiRF's claim that Magellan is a co-

owner ofthe '346 patent. Rather, it shows that Magellan had knowledge of

Abraham's invention and failed to take any action consistent with that of a co-

owner. Al2.

The Commission's finding that Magellan knew of the invention of the '346

patent is supported by substantial record evidence. Shortly after Abraham left

Magellan in February 2000, Magellan sued GL and Abraham personally for trade

secret misappropriation. A10006:21-A10007:3. During the litigation, Magell'an

was provided with [[

l l .  A10006:21-

A10007:17; A13796-800. Magellan was also provided with [[

l l .  A10005:21-

A10007:17; A14279-92; 49998:5-15. SiRF does not dispute that [[

ll. In light of this evidence, the ALJ

2 l
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coffectly found that Magellan knew of the relevant details of Abraham's'346

invention as of 2000. A26553-54.

With awareness of this detailed information regarding Abraham's invention,

Magellan settled the litigation by agreement specifically providing that [[

4r3493-e4 [l

l l; A26ssa-ss. [[

ll. Ar34e4.

Magellan had every opportunity to assert a claim of ownership of the '346

invention when it became aware of the particulars of Abraham:s invention during

the trade secret litigation. But Magellan did not act like a co-owner, as evidenced

by its choice to [[

]]. As the Commission found, the

most logical conclusion to draw from Magellan's conduct is that it did not

l l .

22



consider itself the owner of the '346 invention because it is not "related to or

useful in" its business under the employee-inventions agreement.

Two other events also provided Magellan with knowledge of the '346

invention: (i) publication of the application for the '346 patent (U.S.

200210172266) onNovember 21,2002, and (ii) issuance of '346 patent on August

12,2003. See Wine R. Appliance Co. v. Enterprise R. Equipment Co.,297IJ.S.

387,393 (1936) ("[I]ssuance of a patent and recordation in the Patent Office

constitute notice to the world of its existence."). In determining that Magellan is

not a co-owner, the ALJ correctly found it significant that Magellan failed to

assert ownership despite issuance of the '346 patent "in a field doubtlessly

monitored by Magellan." A26553. Again, Magellan had every opportunity to

assert a claim ownership of the '346 invention, but chose not to do so.

Finally, although Magellan was made aware of the underlying investigation

by the parties' request for documents, A26552, it did not seek to intervene, as it

could have done. In sum, the Commission properly rejected SiM's claim that

Magellan is a co-owner because Magellan's conduct indicates that the '346

invention is not "related to or useful" in its business under the employment

inventions agreement.
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C. SiRF Did Not Sustain Its Burden.

Issuance of a patent is prima facie proof of the patentee's legal title and

establishes that the named inventors (or their assignee(s)) have standing to assert

the patent. Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Indus., lnc.,g3gF.2d1574,I578n.2 (Fed' Cir'

l99l); Aerotel, Ltd. v. IDT Corp.,486 F. Supp. 2d 277, 281 (S.D'N.Y. 2007); Bd.

of Trs. v. Roche Molecularsts.,4ST F. Supp. 2dt099,1111 (N.D. CaL.2007)-

Once GL satisfied its initial burden of showing ownership and standing by

presenting the'346 patent assigned to GL, the burden shifted to SiRF to produce

evidence that GL is not the sole owner of the '346 patent. See e.g., Tech-

Licensing corp. v. videotek, lnc.,545 F.3d 1316, 1327 (Fed. cir. 2008) (once a

party meets its initial burden of production, the burden of production, or "going

forward with the evidence" shifts to the opposing party)'

SiRF, however, argues that $ 2872 of the Califomia Labor Code "places that

burden squarely on Abraham, not SiRF." Br. 19-20' Section 2872ptovides that

"in any suit or action arising [under $ 2870], the burden of proof shall be on the

employee claiming the benefits of its provisions." Cal. Labor Code $ 7872.

SiRF's argument that GL had the burden on this issue is an improper extrapolation

from $ 2872,because GL's claim is not a "suit or action arising" under $2870'

Rather, GL's claim arises under 19 U.S.C. $ 1337 based on importation of GPS
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devices that infringe the'346 patent Moreover, GL is not "claiming the benefits"

of $2870; nor could it, because it is not an "employee" as set forth in that

provision. Therefore, California Labor Code $ 2872 is inapplicable.

SiRF bore, but failed to carqr, the burden of producing evidence to rebut the

primafacie showing that GL is the sole owner of the '346 patent. SiRF's

argument that the '346 patent is "related to" Magellan's business is based solely

on Abraham's acknowledgment that "Magellan was in the GPS business,"

A9964:2-7,and attomey argument that the '346 patent relates to GPS business.

Br. 17. The Commission properly rejected SiRF's argument, finding that o'none of

the evidence to which ISiRF has] cited relates the specific invention of the '346

patent to any particular aspects of Magellan'S business." A 1 I ' In other words, the

fact that the'346 patent and Magellan's business are both generally concerned

with GPS does not mean the patent is "related to" Magellan's business' In fact,

the record is void of any evidence of whether the technology of the '346 invention

was compatible or useful with Magellan's products.

SiRF's argument, when carried to its logical conclusion, suggests that each

of the hundreds of GPS patents and patent applications is "related to" Magellan's

business. To the contrary, there are various types of GPS businesses that do not

necessarily relate to the same types of patents. For example, within the consumer
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GPS market alone, there are GPS chip designers, GPS chip manufacturers, GPS

chip programmers, end-user device manufacturers, and service providers, among

others. The patents that "relate to" one ofthese businesses do not necessarily

relate to the others. Therefore, a patent that relates to GPS generally need not be

"related to" any one specific GPS business.

SiRF has not cited any specific record evidence about Magellan's business.

Nor is there such evidence in the record, as SiRF failed to elicit any witness

testimony about the particulars of Magellan's business, let alone shown that

Magellan ever used any of the technology of the '346 invention. With respect to

the actual testimony in this case, Abraham's testimony in fact contradicts SiRF's

argument. He testified that he conceived of the '346 invention while working on

his own time on nights and weekends. 49965: I4-17;Al000l :17-A10002:2-

Abraham further testified that his work at Magellan focused on developing land

surveying products that made use of GPS technology, whereas the '346 invention

is specifically tailored to different consumer GPS applications, such as vehicle

navigation systems. A9964:15-16. At bottom, SiRF has failed to show that the

'346 invention was related to Magellan's business and, as such, failed to meet its

burden of proving GL is not the sole owner of the '346 patent.
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ilI. The ALJ Properly Construed "Satellite Ephemeris" in the'651 Patent.

A. The ALJ Correctly Construed this Term to be Consistent with the
Definition Provided Bv the Patentee.

Claim I of the '651 patent recites "satellite ephemeris" and "ephemeris."

A1 1 3 : 1 0:6 I -67 . The ALJ construed these terms to mean "a set of orbital

parameters that provides an accurate description of a satellite position, a satellite's

velocity, and a satellite's clock error." A26654. The ALJ's construction is

supported by the intrinsic and extrinsic evidence, whereas SiM's construction

would improperly limit the claim to a single embodiment.

Both the specification and prosecution history define "ephemeris" the exact

same way - as containing "an accurate description of a satellite position,

velocity, and clock effors." Al09:1:60-61; A12285. Based on this explicit

definition reiterated by the patentee throughout the intrinsic evidence, the ALJ

correctly construed "ephemeds" as requiring satellite position, velocity, and clock

error. Noticeably absent from the patentee's definition of "ephemeris," is any

requirement that "ephemeris" must be an exact copy of the broadcast ephemeris

rcceived from the satellite.

The testimony of GL's expert, Dr. Pratt, confirms that "ephemeris" should

be defined by certain orbital parameters, not any one format, as described by the
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specification and the prosecution history. In particular, Pratt testified that: "[T]he

ephemeris has to be the same ephemeris. But, the form of the ephemeris doesn't

necessarily have to be the same." A8047 l-4. Pratt further explained:

[W]hat I think is appropriate here is it's the same approximation to
that orbit that's being described. So that's what I mean by satellite
ephemeris. . . . So the format I think is less important than the fact
that we've described exactly the same approximation to the orbit.

48048:16-23.

B. SiRF's Effort To Limit the claim to a single Embodiment is
Unavailing.

siRF argues (Br. 38-39) that the claims can only be directed to one of two

embodiments disclosed in the '651 patent, either (1) ephemeris data retransmitted

without manipulation or modification, or (2) a satellite pseudorange model

computed from the ephemeris data. Br. 39. Because claim 3 is directed to the

"pseudorange model" embodiment, SiRF afgues that "ephemeris" in claim I must

be directed to the only other embodiment in the patent, i.e., where ephemeris is

retransmitted without manipulation. Br. 41-42'-

As a legal matter, SiRF's argument that the asserted '651 patent claims can

only be directed to one of two embodiments disclosed in the specification is

incorrect. see Phillips v. Al4/H corp.,415 F.3d 1303, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en

banc) (rejecting contention that if a patent describes only a single embodiment,
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the claims of the patent must be construed as being limited to that embodiment).

Moreover, SiRF's argument that "ephemeris" must be an exact copy in the same

form when it is received from the satellite and retransmitted to a mobile GPS

receiver improperly reads limitations from a single embodiment into the claims.

Contrary to SiRF's argirment, the patentee did not define "ephemeris" by

implication to include only unaltered broadcast ephemeris. In fact, the '651

specifrcation repeatedly uses "ephemeris" without requiring that it not be

manipulated or modified, and numerous passages suggest that ephemeris can be

modified or manipulated (short of computing pseudorange models) before

transmission to the remote GPS receiver:

"Ephemeris Processing, describes an embodiment of the invention

that provides a more compact, and simpler, mode of the satellite

ephemeris." A110:3:8-10. This occurs at "central processing site

108" in Figure 1, prior to distribution to the mobile GPS receivers

114  and  118 .  A110 :3 :35 -40 .

"[C]entral processing site . . . collects the ephemeris . ' . comprises an

ephemeris processor 128 that removes duplicate occurrences of the

same ephemeris, and. provides the latest ephemeris data for

redistributionto mobile GPS receivers . . ' ." A110:3:35-40'
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. "lM]obile GPS receiver . . . uses the redistributed ephemeris data (or

a modified form thereofl. . . ." A110:3:49-52.

. "The stations 104 ertract the ephemeris information that uniquely

identifies the position of each satellite as well as satellite clock

information. . - . The central processing site 108 sends all or part of

the ephemeris information to one or more mobile GPS receivers. . . ."

A l  l 0 : 4 : 1 1 - 1 9 .

These passages, as well as the general use of "ephemeris" in the '651 patent

and prosecution history, demonstrate that this term refers to specific orbital

parameters, not any one format.

C. SiRF's New Argument Based on "Satellite Telemetry Data" is
Untimely and Not Supported by the Prosecution History.

Although SiRF now argues (Br. a0) that use of "satellite telemetry data" in

the originally filed claims of the'651 patent, A12051-56, supports its

construction, this argument was not made to the ALJ or the Commission. SiRF

should therefore be deemed to have waived this point. Checlqoint Sys. v. United

States Int'l Trade Comm'n,54 F.3d 756,760 (Fed. Cir. 1995). In any event,

"telemetry data" is defined in the '651 patent as the "almanac and ephemeris"

extracted from the satellite signals. A109:l:21-23. The patentee's use of
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"ephemeris" in the asserted claims rather than "satellite telemetry data," at most,

shows only an intent to use a term with a different meaning, for example, a term

that does not include satellite "almanac," i.e., rough position information

regarding all satellites in the constellation. Contrary to SiM's new argument, this

choice of words by the patentee does not reveal anything about whether

"ephemeris" must be re-transmitted without modification.

D. The Commission's Finding that SiRF's Extended Ephemeris
Meets the Limitation ('Satellite Ephemeris'o Is Supported by
Substantial Evidence.

There is substantial evidence in the record that SiRF's EE files meet the

limitation "satellite ephemeris," as the ALJ correctly construed the term. A26657-

58. SiRF's assertion (b.  lthat its EE files are more like the pseudorange

models of claim 3 of the '651 patent is not supported by the record. Although

SiRF's EE files provide predicted satellite orbital information, these files are

nonetheless "a set of orbital parameters that provides an accurate description of a

satellite position, a satellite's velocity, and a satellite's clock error." A26654-58;

47987:2-7989:18; A7424:8-7425:22. For purposes of infringement, it makes no

difference that these EE files arc generatedfrom the broadcast ephemeris because

these files contain the specified orbital parameters of "satellite ephemeris."

426657-58.
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Finally, it is worth noting that even under siM's construction requiring

"satellite ephemeris" to be communicated to the GPS receiver without

modification, the ALJ's factual findings indicate that siRF infringes. As the ALJ

found, SiRF performs the "receiving" and "communication" steps of claim I of the

'651 patent when the EE files are received into "the memory store of the

InstantFix server" (after generation thereof) and then "communicate[d] [] to the

mobile GPS receivers." A26657-58. Because the same EE files that are stored at

the InstantFix server are cofilmunicated to the GPS receivers, A7988:24-

47989:11, the ALJ's finding that the "receiving" step is performed at the memory

store provides an alternative basis for infringement under SiRF's construction.

IV. The ALJ's Construction of 6'satellite Signals" in the '000 Patent Is
Correct.

The ALJ correctly construed the term "satellite signals" in claim 1 of the

'000 patent to mean "araw signal received directly from a satellite or processed

signals derived from satellite transmissions in the form of satellite tracking

information." A26633, He properly rejected SiM's competing construction -

"signals that emanate from a satellite"-as being inconsistent with the plain claim

Ianguage and the specification. A26633-34.

A. The Plain Language of Claim 1 Mandates the ALJ's
Construction.

- ) a
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Claim 1 of the '000 patent requires "receiving satellite signals from at least

one satellite and at least one receiving station." A10432-43. The claim itself

therefore requires the "satellite signals" to be received from both asatellite and a

receiving station. As such, the construction of "satellite signals" must be broader

than signals received directly from a satellite. In this context, a person of ordinary

skill in the art would not understand this term to be limited to raw satellite signals,

because signals received from a receiving station are processe d. AT500:3-23;

47520:2-A7521:8. Rather, "satellite signals" must be broad enough to encompass

processed signals derived from satellite transmissions.

B. The ALJ's Construction of ,,satellite Signals,, Is the Only
Construction That Is Consistent With the Specification.

The prefened embodiment of the '000 patent is shown in Figure l:
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In describing this embodiment, the specification states that it shows the

following: a system 100 for creating and distributing satellite tracking data,

A97:2:52-53; a network of stations 102 used to collect measurement data such as

satellite tracking information (STI) from GPS satellites 104, A97'2:62-67; arrd

stations 102, which provide the STI to a satellite tracking data (STD) collection

computation and server 106 that creates STD from the STI and transmits the STD

to the remote receivers lI2. A98:3:3-20.

An examination of claim 1 in connection with this embodiment and the

embodiment shown in Figure 2 indicates that "receiving satellite signals from at

least one satellite and at least one receiving station" and "extracting. . . satellite

hacking data from said satellite signal" must occur at the server 106. A93;

A99:6:39-49; A94. Although the claim requires that the STD be extracted from

the "satellite signal," the detailed description states that the server 106 receives

STI or measurement data (from the stations 102). A7500:13-23; 498:3:3-7.

Therefore, the construction of "satellite signals" must encompass STI or

measurement data, which are processed from satellite transmissions. Any

construction that excludes these types of processed signals - such as SiRF's

construction - excludes the preferred embodiment, because the server 106, which

performs the "receiving" and "extracting" steps, receives "signals" from the

^ l A
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stations 102 only in the form of processed signals (STD. In other words, the ALJ's

construction is the only construction that squares the claim language - "receiving

satellite signals from at least one satellite and at least one receiving station" -

with the specification by accounting for the processed signals (srl) provided to

the server 106 that "extracts" STD therefrom. 47503:4-9 (Pratt's testimony that

the construction adopted by the ALJ is 'onecessary in order to allow the prefened

embodiment of the patent to exist or to make sense").

As SiRF notes, the "'Summary of the Invention' differentiates between

signals from a satellite and processed signals derived from satellite ffansmissions."

Br. 46. The asserted claims, however, do not make this same distinction. Rather,

claim 1 speaks exclusively in terms of satellite signals and STD, and does not

mention STI. In fact, claim 1 expressly requires extracting at least a portion of the

satellite tracking data "from said satellite signal." Read in light of the distinction

between satellite signals, STI, and STD in the specification, the claimed "satellite

signals" must be broad enough to include STI, i.e., processed signals, in order to

be consistent with the specification's teachings of deriving the STD from STI.

SiRF does not dispute that its InstantFix server meets the "receiving satellite

signals" limitation under the ALJ's construction. Indeed, SiRF's InstantFix server
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receives "satellite signals" when it downloads processed satellite signals from JPL.

426642-44; A7 500:24- A7 504:4; A7 988:2-7 993 :6.

C. SiRF's Construction is Legally Incorrect.

siRF's construction - "signals emanating from a satellite" - divorces the

disputed term from the surrounding claim language and the specification. SiRF's

construction excludes processed signals in the form ofSTI and therefore cannot be

squared with the preferred embodiment of the '000 patent for the reasons

discussed above. See MBO Labs.,Inc. v. Becton, Dickinson & Co., 474F.3d1323,

1333 (Fed. Cir.2007) (claim interpretation that excludes a preferred embodiment

from the scope of the claim is rarely, if ever, correct).3

V. SiRF Directly Infringes the Asserted Claims of the '000 and '651

Patents.

With respect to the infiingement findings that have been appealed, SiRF

challenges the Commission's factual finding that its InstantFix servers [[

ll and its findings that SiRF performs.each of the steps

in the claimed methods - including those steps that are performed in the GPS

receiver.

3 In addition to the lack of support for SiRF's construction in the intrinsic
evidence, SiRF's expert, Dr. Heppe, admitted that SiRF's construction is
inconsistent with claim 1 as written. 49843:6-49844:14; 49846:18-21.
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siRF does not appeal the commission's finding that siRF infringes the '000

and '651 patents in connection with its SiRFLoc product, its testing activities, or

its evaluation kits. Instead, SiRF simply notes in its brief that "no SiRF customer

currently uses SiRFLoc with EE files;nor is SiRF currently testing SiRFLoc." Br.

6 n.l. The commission's finding of violation of section 337, however, is based on

findings that SiRFstarIII chips are used to infringe the '651 and '000 patents with

both the InstantFix and siRFI-oc products as well as during its testing and

evaluation activities. A26648-49; A26660-63. Thus, the Commission's finding of

violation with respect to the '651 and '000 patents can be sustained based on these

unappealed infringement fi ndings.

Tuming to the frndings that are on appeal, direct infringement of a method

claim requires a party to perform each and every step of a claimed method. -Ioy

Techs., Inc. v. Flakt, Inc., 6 F.3d 77 0, 7 73 (F ed. Cir. 1 993); Warner-Jenkinson

Co.,Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17, 29 (1997). However, a

"defendant cannot . . . avoid liability for direct infringement by having someone

else carry out one or more of the claimed steps on its behalf." BMC Resources,

Inc. v. Paymentech, L.P.,498 F.3d 1373, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Where multiple

parties each perform a portion of a patented method, one of the parties may be

liable for direct infringement if that party either "performs all of the steps of the
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process," or "control[s] or directfs]" the performance of those steps. 1d. at 1379;

see also Muniauction, Inc. v. Thomson corp., 532 F.3d 131 g, 132g-30 @ed. cir.

2008). If a single party directs or conrrols all the steps of a method claim "[i]t

would be unfair indeed for the mastermind [to] in such situations to escape

liability." BMC,4gg F.3d at 1391.

A. There Is Substantial Evidence that All Steps of the Asserted
Claims of the'651 and '000 Patents Are Performed In the United
States.

The Commission found that SiRF directly infringes the asserted claims of

the '000 and '651 patents by performing and/or causing performanc e of all of the

claimed steps in the united states. Al3-r7. SiRF argues (Br. 35-36,43-45) that it

does not infringe because its InstantFix servers found to perform the "receiving"

and "communication" steps of the '651 patent as well as the "receiving" and first

"representing" steps of the '000 patent are located abroad. siRF alleges that the

ITC failed to address this argumen! but ignores the ALJ's finding adopted by the

Commission that SiRF's InstantFix servers [[

l); A27 . Having found that the receiving/communication/representing

steps are performed [[ ll in the United States, A26645-47;

426658-60, there was no reason for the Commission to address SiRF's
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hypothetical extraterritoriality argument conceming whether there would have

been infringement if these servers were instead located abroad.

The ALJ's finding on this point is supported by substantial evidence,

including the testimony of SiM's witnesses who testified that the InstantFix

servers [[ l l. A13175:19-2r ll

A13028-2e ([[

l l); Ae83+ ([[

ll).

B. There Is Substantial Evidence that SiRF Performs and/or
Controls Performance of AII of the Steps of the Asserted Claims
of the'651 and'000 Patents.

Claim 1 of the '651 patent and claim I of the '000 patent provide:

('651): 1. A method of receiving global positioning system (GPS) satellite
signals comprising:

receiving satellite ephemeris at a first location;
communication [sic] the satellite ephemeris to a mobile GPS receiver
at a second location; and

processing satellite signals received at the mobile GPS receiver using
the ephemeris to reduce code and frequency uncertainty in the mobile
GPS receiver to improve acquisition sensitivity of the mobile GPS
receiver.

l l ;
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A113 :106-4114 :11 :3 .

('000): 1. A method of creating and distributing compact satellite orbit
models comprising:

receiving satellite signals from at least one satellite and at least
one receiving station;

extracting at least a portion of the satellite tracking data from
said satellite signal, representing said data in a first format;

nansmitting the formatted data to a remote receiver;

and at the remote receiver, representing said formatted
data in a second format supported by the remote receiver.

499:6:39-49.

1. SiRF Performs the o'Communication [ofl the Satellite
Ephemeris to a Mobile Receiveroo Step of Claim 1 of the
'651 Patent at its Server.

The ALJ correctly found that SiRF performs the "communication" step of

claim I of the '651 patent when the InstantFix server transmits EE files to GPS

receivers via intermediate customer distribution servers. A26603; A7421:18-24;

A7 43 4 - A7 43 8 ; Al 6226 -28 ; Al 64 A0-05 ; A79 8 2 : | 8 - A7 9 8 4 : 1 4 ; Al 620 6 - 07 ;

416508-09; A2lI28-31. The record suppotts the ALJ's factual finding that

SiRF's InstantFix server transmits - and the GPS receivers receive - EE files.

A26658; A26600-04.
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SiRF challenges the ALJ's finding @t26-28), arguing that its InstantFix

server does not "communicat[e]" EE files to "mobile GPS receivers" because these

EE files are relayed by distribution servers over which SiRF has no control. SiRF

essentially a"rgues that claim I be restricted to direct communication with the

receivers, notwithstanding the absence of claim language speci$ing what type of

"communication" is required - direct, indirect, or otherwise.

While SiRF would rewrite the claim language to read "communication [sic]

the satellite ephemeris directly to mobile GPS receivers" to avoid infringement,

the '651 specification demonstrates that the patentee used the word "directly"

when he meant to point out specifically that a connection was direct- E.g-,

A110:3:42-44; A110:4:26. His choice not to use this modifier in claim.l

demonstrates that the claim is not limited to embodiments that communicate

satellite ephemeris directly to mobile GPS receivers. See Phillips,4l5 F.3d at

l3l5-I7 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Furthermore, the ALJ properly relied on the testimony

of GL's expert, Dr. Pratt, that the language of claim I does not require the

"communication" to the "mobile GPS receiver" to be direct. A26658; A8002:21-

48003 :8; A7 531 17 -A7 532:Il.
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2. SiRF Controls Operation of the GPS Receivers In the
Hands of End-Users to Perform the "Processing" Step of
the (651 Patent and the s6Representing" Step of the '000

Patent.

As the Commission correctly found, SiRF controls operation of the GPS

receivets in the hands of end-users through its chipset design, software, and

communication of EE files so as to cause infringement of the asserted claims of

the '651 and '000 patents. Ai4-16. SiRF designs the SiRFstarIII chip along with

the Client Location Manager (CLM) software that [[

07; A21130. The CLM software [[

l l .  A16206-

ll. 48008: 15-48023:14; A1637 4-77 ;

Al 643 1 -3 6 ; A 1 3 04 5 (21 0 :2-21 I : 1 5); A1 3 0 45 :213 :2- A13A46 :21 6:22; A7 461 :l I -

23;4166650-52,56. [[

)1. rd.

Additionally, the reformatting process, J.e., "representing said formatted data in a

second format . . ." step of claim I of the '000 patent, [[
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l l .  A7 57 | :17 -A7 57 2:19; A13045( 210:2-

2Il:15); A16229; A16827-33; A8774:2-A8775:15. Indeed, SiM's expert, Dr.

Heppe, admitted that [[

ll. A9829:7-11. SiRF's own documentation likewise indicates that the

chips were designed [[

ll. Al 6827 -33 ; AI 653 4; 487 7 4:2-A87 7 5 :l 5.

Through its design and implementation of its "end-to-end" InstantFix

system, SiRF controls communication of the InstantFix server with the GPS

receivers via the customer distribution server. As the ALJ found, [[

I0; A2l128-31. In turn, the CLM [[

ll. 426603 -04; A7436:6-13; A16508-

l l .  48004:21-48005:4; A8012:24-A8013:1 1.

Importantly, the EE files [l

l l. A744r:23-

As the Commission found, it is SiRF - not itsA7 4 42 : 4'. A7 53 I :20 - A7 532 :9 .
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customers or end-users - that controls the interaction between the InstantFix

server and the GPS receivers. A10-13. In sum. substantial record evidence

supports the Commission's conclusion that SiR-F controls the entire process in the

InstantFix system from start to finish, i.e., fl

l l .

According to SiRF (Br. 30-32), the claimed "processing" and "representing"

steps would not occur without certain actions of customers and end-users, which

SiRF argues are out of its control. SiRF ignores the Commission's factual frnding

that SiRF alone prescribes the exact manner in which end-user devices process and

represent EE files received from the InstantFix server. A13-17. Even if SiRF's

customers or end-users could take action to prevent the EE files from being

provided to the GPS receivers, these entities cannot alter the manner in which

these EE files are received and processed by these GPS receivers. As the ALJ

found, SiM's customers relay these EE files to the GPS receivers, and the

receivers perform the "processing" and "representing" steps of the asserted claims.

A14-15; A26645-47; A26658-60. Therefore, SiRF causes infringement to occur

during normal operation of its InstantFix system. The Commission properly

concluded that customers and end-users use the InstantFix system the way it was

designed to operate, and do not disable the use of InstantFix as SiRF suggests.
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SiRF's argument that its customers or end-users can prevent infringement from

occurring is belied by the common sense notion that its InstantFix customers

became customers in order to provide their own customers (i.e., end-users) with

the benefi ts of InstantFix. 47609 : 1 | - A7 610 :I2; A7 41 6-24; A7 448:2- A7 449 :21.

Furthermore, the asserted claims of the '651 and '000 patent are broad.

Claim I of the '651 patent requires only the steps of "receiving,"

"communication," and "processing" for infringement to occur. Al13-14'

Similarly, claim 1 of the '000 patent requires only the steps of "receiving,"

"extracting/representing," and "transmitting/representing." A99. To the extent

that there are additional steps in the InstantFix system, for example, an

intermediate server communication step, a daily EE data download step' or a

wireless access step, the asserted claims do not preclude the possibility of these

steps being performed in addition to the other expressly-recited steps.

Finally, the cases on which SiRF relies are distinguishable in that the parry

accused of infringement was relying on another entity to perform a step that was

expressly recited in the claim(s). For example, in BMC Resources,498 F.3d at

1382 (Fed. Cir.2007),the Courl found that defendant Paymentech did not infringe

because it did not have direction or control of both the debit networks and the

financial institutions that allegedly performed certain claimed steps. Similarly' in
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Muniauction,532 F.3d 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2008), the Court found no infringement

because the claimed "inputting" step was performed by the bidder, an entity over

which defendant Thomson had no control. These cases stand for the proposition

that all steps in the method must be performed under the direction or control of

one party for infringement to occur. Here, all steps expressly recited in the

asserted claims of the '651 and '000 patents are performed by SiRF or under

SiRF's control.

In a recent district court denial of summary judgment, Zinus, Inc. v.

Simmons Bedding, Co., No. C 07-3012,2008 WL 682858 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 11,

2008), as in the instant case, steps of a claimed method were performed by

combined actions of the buyer and seller of a product. Applying the BMC

"direction or control" test, the court stated:

In a nutshell, it is unlikely that the kinds of "arms-length agreements'?
that can avoid liability on a theory of divided infiingement would
include situations where, as here, the end-use of a product necessarily
requires that the customer first perform the last step(s) of a patented
process.

Id. at*4.

Likewise, because SiRF controls the exact manner in which all of the steps

of the asserted claims of the '651 and '000 patents are performed in its "end-to-

end" InstantFix system, SiRF causes infringement of these claims.
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VI. Substantial Evidence Supports the ALJ's Finding ThatZhao Does Not
Anticipate the Asserted Claims of the 0000 Patent.

The only subject of dispute on this issue is whether the ALJ's finding that

Zhao does not disclose "compact satellite orbit models" is supported by substantial

evidence. SeeBr.48-50. The ALJ construed the term "compact satellite orbit

models" to mean "satellite orbit models whose parameters have been adjusted such

that the number of bits used to accurately represent the satellite orbit models over

a comparable time period has been reduced." A26630. Substantial evidence -

found in the Zhao patent and the testimony of GL's expert,Dr. Dafesh-supports

the finding thatZhao does not teach "compact satellite orbit models," as the ALJ

construed this term.

A. Dr. Dafesh's Uncontroverted Testimony Regarding the ('Compact

Satellite Orbit Models" Limitation Constitutes Substantial
Evidence.

Dafesh testified that Zhao's compression is different from the

"compact[ion]" of the claimed invention of the '000 patent:

Well, the first embodiment discloses a technique of sending multiple
X,Y, Z position coordinates separated by a time delta T in the patent.
That time is short period of time in order for the accuracy to be -- I'm
sorry, in order for the data to be accurate and it is sent at rapid rate.
And, thus, when you start with broadcast ephemeris four hours, and
you compute these X,Y,Z positions, you are actually computing
many, many X, Y, Z positions over the period of four hours, which
requires significantly more data to represent than the original STD
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that you started with, which was the broadcast ephemeris. So, thus,
you are really expanding, rather than compacting.

A10099:16-,410100:6; see also A7549:1-9- This testimony is uncontroverted, as

SiM's expert, Dr. Heppe, never testified regarding whether the first embodiment

teaches "compact satellite orbit models." See A9426:17-9427:16. Although

Heppe testified generally that all of the limitations of the asserted claims are met,

he did not compare the "compression" of the first embodiment of Zhao with the

claimed "compact satellite orbit models," as the ALJ construed the term. ,See

A9425-A9430.4 Because Dafesh was the only expert who testified on the question

of whether Zhao meets the "compact satellite orbit models" element of claim I of

the '000 patent, the ALJ was entitled to rely on this testimony to understand the

application of his claim construction to the embodiment described inZhao at'

column 6, lines 8-38.

Moreover, the ALJ found Dafesh's testimony generally to be more credible

than that of Heppe, particularly in light of acknowledged inconsistencies between

Heppe's discovery statements and statements made at the hearing. A26650;

A26636 n42; A26643-44. The ALJ reasonably found Dafesh credible and was

o Before the AIJ, SiRF argued that "compact satellite orbit models" is part

of the preamble and therefore is not a limitation. E.g., A25377. Other than the

Zhao patett itself, SiRF failed to present evidence of anticipation with respect to

this limitation.
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entitled to rely on his testimony that the "compression" inZhao is not the same as

the claimed "compact satellite orbit models." See Universal Camera Corp. v.

NLRB,340 U.S. 474,496 (1951); Chambers v. Dep't of Interior,5l5 F.3d 1362,

1370 (Fed. Cir.2008) (review of credibility determinations).

B. Zhao Does Not Disclose "Compact Satellite Orbit Models."

In any event, the "compression" of Zhao is different from the "compact

satellite orbit models," as the ALJ construed this term. SiRF relies on column 6,

lines 8-39 of Zhao, which describes the first embodiment:

The first three subframes 1 1 1, ll2, Il3 of a GPS satellite broadcast
message 100 contain the ephemeris and satellite clock conection data
for the transmitting GPS satellite . . . . This raw information, however,
can be compressed as described in the following embodiments-
In the first preferred embodiment, instead of the handset204
receiving standard ephemeris and [sic] dock correction data elements
directly from a satellite 260 or receiving standard ephemeris and
clock correct data indirectly from the network, the handset 204
receives a satellite's position coordinates as computed fsicJ formthe
ephemeris and clock correction data received by the network . . . .

[T]he position coordinates are described here as X,Y, Z Cartesian
coordinates . . . . The contents of this compressed GPS assistance
message containing XYZ information are given in Table 1, where t, is
to +2At and t, *to +At. Note that the message has three sets of
computed positions for each GPS satellite, which reduces the number
of bits required to be broadcast relative to sending full sets of
ephemeris data.

AZI75l :6:8-39. From the passage above, it is evident that the X,Y, Z positions in

the "GPS assistance message" is computed from the "ephemeris and clock
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correction data." Id. rn other words,zhao's "compression" involves merely

converting ephemeris and clock conection data into multiple x,y, zposition

coordinates, and then transmitting the coordinates to a remote GpS receiver

instead of "satellite orbit parameters." .Id. Position coordinates are not the same

as "satellite orbit models." See 498:4:44-499:5:3. That is, because Zhao does not

"[adjust parameters of] satellite orbit model s," zhao does not ,,compact satellite

orbit parameters," as the ALJ construed this term. It is one thing to reduce the

total number of bits hansmitted to the Gps receivers by sending position

coordinates instead of satellite orbit parameters of the ephemeris data; it is quite

another to adjust and transmit the satellite orbit parameters themselves. Zhao

simply does not disclose "compact satellite orbit models," and does not anticipate

claim I of the '000 patent.

C. SiRF's Argument that "Compressing" is the Same as
"Compactingo' Disregards the ALJ's Construction of g.Compact

Satellite Orbit Models."

siRF focuses on the patent's frequent reference to the word "compress," and

selectively cites several dictionary definitions that "compress" means "compact."

Br. 49-50. These dictionary definitions were not offered into evidence; but even if

they were, they do not show thatZhao teaches "compact satellite orbit models," as

the ALJ construed this term. siRF's compression-equals-compaction argument
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fails to apply the ALJ's construction of the limitation to the prior art and is,

therefore,legally incorrect. Helifix, Ltd. v. Blok-Lok, Ltd.,208 F.3d 1339, 1346

(Fed. Cir. 2000) (explaining that an anticipation analysis requires a comparison of

the claim, as construed, with the prior art).

VII. The ALJ's Construction of "Long Term Satellite Tracking Datao'In the
'080 Patent Is Correct Because This Limitation Merely Requires that

the ttDatartt As a Whole, Be ttl-,ong Term.tt

As the ALJ determined, "long term satellite tracking data" in asserted claims

I o Z, and 22 of the'080 patent means "a set of otbital and/or clock parameters that

provides an accurate description of at least one of a satellite's position, a satellite's

velocity or a satellite's clock error, that is valid longer in time than broadcast

ephemeris data." A26595. (Broadcast ephemeris data is valid for up to four

hours.Al5I.5:27-28.)TheALJ'sconstruct ionisful lysupportedbytheintr insic

evidence. SiM's contention (Br. 51-5a) that each element inthe "set" of data

must itself be long term amounts to an attempt to read limitations from the

preferred embodiment into the claim and to insert a non-existent disclaimer into

the prosecution history.
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A. The Plain Language of the Claim Mandates the AIJ's
Construction.

In the asserted claims, "long term" modifies "satellite tracking data." This

shows, as the ALJ found, that it is the "data," as a whole, that must be long term.

These claims only speak in terms of "data," and do not further define "data" as

having multiple blocks or parameters, let alone multiple blocks or parameters that

are each long term.

In addition, the language of several unasserted dependent claims also

supports the ALJ's construction. For example, claim 13 defines LT-STD as "a

plurality of satellite positions with respect to time" and/or "a plurality of satellite

clock offsets with respect to time." A154:12:24-27. As the ALJ found, it is

apparent from reading claim 13 that "positions with respect to time" and "satellite

clock offsets with respect to time" are parameters that are momentary in nature;

therefore, they cannot be valid longer than "broadcast ephemeris data" (i.e., four

hours). A26595. SiM's argument that each of the parameters in the set must be

valid for more than four hours is inionsistent with claim 13.

As the ALJ further found, A26599, the language of claim 16, which

depends indirectly from clairn 1, also indicates under the doctrine of claim

differentiation that the meaning of LT-STD is not as limited as SiRF suggests. See
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Karlin Tech., Inc. v. Surgical Dynamics, Inc.,177 F.3d 968, 971-72 (Fed. Cir.

1999) (limitations in dependent claims should not be read into the independent

claim from which they depend). Claim 16, which defines LT-STD as blocks of

ephemeris valid for at least six hours into the future, covers the embodiment

shown in Figure 2 of the '080 specification, i.e.,the embodiment on which SiRF

relies in arguing that the scope of the asserted claims should be construed more

narrowly. Br. 53. Because the LT-STD in the asserted claims cannot have the

same definition as that which differentiates dependent claim 16, this term must be

construed more broadly than "blocks of ephemeris valid for at least six hours into

the future" (the language of claim 16).

B. The Specification Supports the ALJ's Construction'

The specification of the '080 patent speaks generally in terms of "data," not

blocks or parameters (e.g.A15 2:8:36-42), and describes what the patentee meant

by LT-STD:

The satellite tracking data is valid for a long period of time as
compared to the ephemeris data broadcast by the satellites 106.
In one embodiment of the invention, the satellite trajectory data

is valid for at least six hours. In another embodiment, the
satellite trajectory data is valid for up to four days. As such, the

satellite tracking data delivered to the remote receivers 104

may be referred to herein as "long term satellite tracking data"

in order to distinguish such data from the broadcast ephemeris,
rvhich is typically only valid between 2 and 4 hours' An
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exemplary system for generating satellite tracking data is
described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,542,820, issued Apr. l, 2003,
which is incorporated by reference hereih in its entirely.

4151:5: l8-31. This passage defines LT-STD only by comparison to the validity

period of broadcast ephemeris, with no. mention of parameters or blocks. Id.; see

also A21788:5:1-7 (u.S. Patent No. 6,542,820, which is incorporated by reference

in the '080 patent, confirming LT-STD is not limited to multiple elements that are

each long term). Therefore, LT-STD need not have multiple blocks or parameters

that are each valid longer than broadcast ephemeris.

Nor does the specification require elsewhere that the claimed LT-STD

include multiple blocks or parameters, each of which is valid longer than four

hours. On the contrary, although the specification provides certain embodiments

and examples in which the LT-STD includes multiple blocks or models, each of

which is valid for six hours, the specification emphasizes that these are only

embodiments and/or examples of the inven tion. See e.g., Al5l :6:5-8. For

example, in the description of Figure 2, on which SiRF relies to make its argument

for a narrow construction, the specification expressly states that: "FIG.2 is a block

diagram depicting an exemplary embodimenr of satellite tracking dala."

Al51:5:32-33. (Emphasis Added). The description of this embodiment further

states that although the models 202 shown in Figure 2 are valid for six hours, "it is
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to be understood, however, that each of the models 202 may be valid for other

durations." A151:5:55-60. Because the detailed description of the '080 patent

itself counsels against limiting the scope of the asserted claims to the embodiment

shown in Figure 2, SiRF's attempt to import limitations from this exemplary

embodiment should be rejected.

C. The Prosecution History Supports the ALJ's Construction.

SiRF argues @r. 52) that the prosecution history contains repeated

statements requiring that "each block of data have a period of validity greater than

that of broadcast ephemeris." It is unclear what language from the passages of the

prosecution history (A10637-40) reproduced in SiRF's brief could be read to

support this purported disclaimer. The cited passages say nothing about the LT-

STD except that it must be valid longer than conventional broadcast ephemeris,

which is exactly what the ALJ's claim construction requires. In fact, the cited

portions of the prosecution history support the ALJ's construction because they

define the LT-STD by reference to the validity period of conventional ephemeris

without requiring specific parameters or blocks to be "long term."S

5 SiRF admits (Br. 53) that its EE files are valid between four and seven
days, therefore meeting the LT-STD limitation under the ALJ's construction.
A26605-08.
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WII. The Asserted Process Claims of the'801 and 6187 Patents Recite
Patent-Eligible Subject Matter Because These Processes Are "Tied to a
Particular Machine," ia, a GPS Receiver.

Section 101 of the Patent Act defines as patent-eligible, inter alia, "any new

and useful process . . . or any new and useful improvement thereof." 35 U.S.C. $

101. A process claim is patent-eligible under 35 U.S.C. $ 101 if it (1) is tied to a

particular machine or apparatus, or (2) transforms a particular article into a

different state or thing. Bilski,545 F.3d at954. Although the ALJ issued his ID

prior to the en banc decisionin Bilski, he nevertheless found that the asserted

process claims of the ' 1 87 and '80 I patents meet this test, because they are "tied to

a particular machine." A26690; A26720-2I. The Commission correctly adopted

these findings as consistent with Bilski. Al8. Unlike the claims rejected in Bilshi,

the claims at issue, reproduced below, do not claim a "fundamental principle."

('801) 1. A method for calculating an absolute position of a GPS receiver
and an absolute time of reception of satellite signals comprising:

providing pseudoranges that estimate the range of the GPS receiver
to a plurality of GPS satellites;

providing an estimate of an absolute time of reception of
a plurality of satellite signals;

providing an estimate of a position of the GPS receiver;
providing satellite ephemeris data;
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computing absolute position and absolute time using said
pseudoranges by updating said estimate of an absolute
time an the estimate of position of the GPS receiver.

472:12:28-41.

(' 187) l. A method, comprising:
estimating a plurality of states associated with a satellite
signal receiver, the plurality of states including a time
tag error state, the time tag error state relating a local
time associated with said satellite signal receiver and an
absolute time associated with signals from a plurality of
satellites: and

forming a dynamic model relating the plurality of states,
the dynamic model operative to compute position of the
satellite signal receiver.

Al37:20:44-54.

The '801 and '187 patents claim a new and useful improvement.over prior

GPS systems, which required absolute time of GPS satellites to be provided to the

GPS receiver via satellite signals or by assisted GPS in order to calculate the

receiver's position. 468:3:55-58. These patents solve problems that arise when

the receiver is unable to reliably receive absolute time and ephemeris information,

for example, in a weak signal environment where the NAV message cannot be

acquired. .{69:5:51-54. Absolute time is calculated (as opposed to receiving it in

the conventional manner) and used to determine position. The '187 patent extends
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the invention from a single calculation of receiver position to repeated calculations

that incorporate of information from previous calculations. A129:4:16-26.

Not only are the claimed processes of the ' I 87 and ' 801 patents a "new and

useful improvement" under the language of 35 U.S.C. $ 101, but the claims at

issue are also integrally tied to, and rely upon, the operation of a GPS receiver. As

a technical matter, these patents use PN codes received from satellites in view to

measure pseudoranges that estimate the range of the receiver to the satellites.

A68:3:64-4:5. The receiver measures the pseudoranges by correlating the PN

codes received from the satellites with locally stored PN sequences for each

satellite to determine the offset between them. A67:2:2-25. The offset indicates

the delay between time of transmission by the satellite and time of reception by the

receiver, and the delay determines the distance between the two. A67 :l: I I - 1 9.

The pseudoranges are used in the '187 and '801 patents to compute the position of

the receiver and absolute time of the satellites, and/or estimate states for a dynamic

model of the receiver. A136:18:26-29; A68:3:64-4:5. Determination of these

pseudoranges by the GPS receiver is fundamental to the inventive processes of

these patents.

The GPS receiver is crucial to multiple steps of claim 1 of the '801 patent

including (1) "providing pseudoranges that estimate the range of the GPS receiver
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to a plurality of GPS satellites;" (2) "providing an estimate of an absolute time of

reception of a plurality of satellite signals;" and (3) "providing an estimate of a

position of the GPS receiver]' A72:12:28-41(Emphasis Added). The claimed

process is necessarily tied to the "GPS receiver" because without it there would be

no "pseudoranges," no "reception of satellite signals," and no "absolute position,"

as set forth in claim 1. It cannot be performed without the GPS receiver to receive

the "satellite signals," measure the "pseudoranges" used to calculate its absolute

position, and provide some indication that the satellite signals have been received

so that the "estimate of an absolute time of reception of . . . satellite signals" can

be made.6

As the ALJ correctly found, the claimed "pseudoranges . . . can exist only

with respect to a particular GPS receiver that receives the satellite signals."

426690. Because the method of claim I of the '801 patent cannot be completed

without certain operations performed by a GPS receiver, this claim is plainly tied

to a "pafticular machine."

Claim 1 of the ' 187 patent requires the estimation of states "associated with

a satellite signal receiver," and the formation of a "dynamic model . . . to compute

o Satellites likewise are necessary to the assefted process claims because
without them there would be no "satellite signals,z' "pseudoranges," or "absolute
time of reception of satellite signals."
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the position of the satellite signal receiver." AI37:20:44-54. One of the states

that is estimated is a "time tag error state," which relates "a local time associated

with said satellite signal receiver and an absolute time associated with signals

from a plurality of satellites." 1d This claim is explicitly tied to a "satellite signal

receiver" because without it there would be no "states associated with a satellite

signal receiver," no "local time associated with said satellite signal receiver," and

no "dynamic model relating the plurality of states" of the receiver. Because the

method set forth in claim 1 of the '187 patent cannot be completed without certain

operations performed by a GPS receiver, this claim is tied to a "particular

machine."

In contesting the patent-eligibility of the asserted process claims, SiRF

primarily argues that "the claimed methods for making calculations . . . can be

performed in the human mind . . ." because the asserted claims "do not recite the

use of a GPS receiver. or anv other machine,to make the claimed calculations."

Br. 56. SiRF does not and cannot cite any record evidence to support its

assumption that the steps of these claims can be performed in the human mind. In

fact, the'801 and' 1 87 specifications suggest the opposite. A69:5:22-62;

A135:16:36-53. The specifications describe the claimed steps-such as the

"providing" and "computing" steps of the '801 patent and the "estimating" and
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"forming a dynamic model" steps of the '187 patent-as being performed by either

the receiver or the server. 1d. Therefore, even if it were possible to perform these

steps in the human mind (an unsupported assumption), an interpretation of these

claims that allows these steps to be performed in the human mind would be

inconsistent with both specifi cations.

Moteover, SiM's argument (Br. 56) that these process claims do not "recite

the use of a GPS receiver," amounts to an invitation to apply the so-called

"physical steps" test, which this Court has explicitly rejected:

fN]ot only did we not rely on a "physical steps" test in Comiskey,but
we have criticized such an approach to the $ 101 analysis in earlier
decisions. In AT&7, we rejected a "physical limitations" test and
noted that "the mere fact that a claimed invention involves inputting
numbers, calculating numbers, outputting numbers, and storing
numbers, in and of itself, would not render it nonstatutory subject
matter."

Bilski, 5 45 F.3d at 961 (quoting AT&T Corp. v. Excel Commc'ns, Inc., 17 2 F .3 d

1352,1359 (Fed. Cir. 1999). SiRF's argument should likewise be rejected.

Finally, these claims do not, as SiRF suggests, involve a mere "field-of-use"

restriction that limits a general use formula or algorithm to the "GPS field." See

Bilski,545 F.3d at957. In fact, claim terms "pseudorange" and "time tag" are

terms of art used only in satellite and receiver application s. See A67 :2:6-67. Nor

do these claims recite "insignificant postsolution activity." See Bilski,545 F.3d at
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957. As discussed above, without the operations performed by the GPS receiver,

the claimed methods cannot be completed.

IX. The ALJ Properly Found that the Accused Products Infringe the
Asserted Claims of the'187 Patent.

The ALJ construed "dynamic model" in claim I of the '187 patent to mean

"a model of a dynamic system represented by a plurality of states, with the model

describing the relationship between the states as they change." A26710-12. He

construed "sequential estimator" in claim 9 to mean "a process that sequentially

produces, at least once without having absolute time information, estimates of a

plurality of states associated with the satellite signal receiver." A26712-14. The

ALJ then found that the LSE of SiRF's SyncFreeNav software, which is included

in all products accused in the underlying investigation, is both a "dynamic model"

and a "sequential estimator." A26715-17. The ALJ also found infringement

under the claim constructions advocated by SiRF. 1d.

A. The LSE of SiRF's SyncFreeNav Products Meets the "Dynamic
Model" and (sequential Bstimator" Limitations of the'187
Patent.

The ALJ's finding that SiRF's SyncFreeNav meets these claim elements, as

he construed them, is supported by substantial evidence. The testimony of GL's

expert, Dr. Pratt, as well as admissions made by SiRF's expert, support the
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infringement finding. Pratt explained that SiRF's LSE reuses both position

information and time tag error during subsequent calculations and./or estimations.

49676:18-49682:8; A1684l-42. Pratt concluded that this reuse of computed state

information in subsequent calculations makes the LSE a "dynamic model" and a

"sequential estimator." A967 6:18-A9682:8.

SiRF does not dispute the factual findings supporting infringement ofthe

"d;mamic model" and "sequential estimator" elements. In fact, SiRF's expert, Dr.

Chansarkar, admitted that LSE reuses previous position calculations in subsequent

position calculations. A91 1 5:3-91 16: 1 6; A267 16. Nor does SiRF appear to

dispute that its LSE also reuses time tag error. Br. 58..62.

SiRF focuses its "non-infringement" argument for both claims I and 9 on

whether its LSE is a "dlmamic model," noting that the inventor of the '187 patent

admitted that a "sequential estimator" uses dynamic modeling. Br. 58-59. In

particular, SiRF argues (Br. 59, 61) that its LSE does not infringe because it does

not "predict state values" at future times and uses the "classical least squares

approach," which, according to SiRF, "cannot compute GPS receiver position

under the conditions addressed by the '187 patent." The ALJ's construction of

these claim terms, however, does not require prediction of future state values, nor

does it preclude the use of least-squares estimation. Instead, according to the
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ALJ's construction, a "dynamic model" is merely required to "describfe] the

relationship between the states as they change." A26710-12. Similarly,

"sequential estimator" is only required to "sequentially produce[] . . . estimates of

a plurality of states associated with the . . . receiver ." A26715. Neither of these

constructions mention future states or predictions. Moreover, the ALJ never found

that the patentee disclaimed use of the "classical least squares approach," or least-

squares estimators, more generally.

SiRF is essentially seeking to raise new claim construction issues, under the

guise of infringement. Neither of SiRF's constructions raised before the ALJ says

anything about predicting future state values. See A26710-13. Nor do these

constructions exclude least-squares estimation. In fact, prior to this appeal, SiRF

never argued that a "dynamic model" must predict future state values, or that the

patentee disclaimed the "classical least squares approach." SiRF waived these

issues and should not now be allowed to argue for no infringement based on these

new claim constructions. See Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm, Inc., 543 F.3d 683,

694 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (a party may not introduce new claim construction arguments

on appeal or alter the scope of the claim construction positions it took below.)
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B. The ALJ's Constructions of "Dynamic Modelt' and 5{Sequential
Estimator" Are Correct and Do Not Warrant Reconsideration In
Light of SiRF's New Arguments.

Even if this Court considers SiM's claim construction arguments related to

infringement of the '187 patent, it should reject them on the merits. The claim

language itself defines "dynamic model" and "sequential estimator" without

requiring a prediction of future state values. AI37:20:44-53; A138:22:1-12. SiRF

focuses on one of the several embodiments of the '187 patent, where the

sequential estimator is a Kalman filter that "predict[s] the state values at the next

time interval." Br. 59 (citing A10475:17:21-22) (Emphasis Omitted). Based only

on a discussion of this embodiment, SiRF contends that the claim terms "dynamic

model" and "sequential estimator" must also predict state values in order to be

"dynamic." 1d. SiRF's argument that the particulars of the Kalman filter should

limit the scope of the broadly claimed "dynamic model" and "sequential

estimator" ignores the legal principle that "even in situations when only one

embodiment is disclosed, the claims generally should not be narrowed to cover

only the disclosed embodiments or examples in the specification." Linear Tech.

Corp. v. ITC,566 F.3d 1049, 1058 (Fed. Cir. May 21,2009).

SiRF also overlooks the fact that'787 specification discloses other

embodiments that do not predict future state values . E.g., AI0474:16:45-48.
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Additionally, a discussion of the benefit of "track[ing] receiver dynamics" in the

'187 patent highlights that it is the "incorporation of history"-not a prediction-that

provides for "dynamic" modeling. 4135:16:14-25. SiRF's argument that a

"dynamic model" must predict state values is therefore not supported by the

patent. The ALJ correctly focused his construction on ". . . relationship[s]

between the states as they change." A26710-13.

Likewise, SiM's argument that its LSE cannot be a "dynamic model" and

"sequential estimator" because it uses the "classical 'least squares' approach"

mentioned in the '187 patent, Br. 61, must also be rejected. The claims themselves

do not place any restriction on the type of estimator that can be used to perform

the claimed sequential estimation, or dynamic modeling. An LSE is characterized

by a position estimation; whereas a dynamic model is characterizedby whether

information in a prior calculation is used in a subsequent calculation. 49676:18-

49682:8. These concepts are not mutually exclusive, as SiRF's own expert

acknowledged when he initially proposed a construction of "dynamic model" that

included LSEs. A26711; 49889. SiRF has not cited any record evidence that

shows that an LSE cannot be a "dynamic model," and its citation to the '187

patent, at best, shows only that some embodiments of the invention do not use an

LSE.  A l34:14:14-18;  A136:17-18:2 .
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CONCLUSION

For the above reasons, the Court should affirm the Commission's finding of

violation in all respects.

Respectfully submitted,
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